def

"purposeful collective action, whatever its circumstances, requires the coordination of
activities of a diverse and heterogeneous membership. There is, however, an inherent
conflict between demands organizations place on the time and efforts of their member and
the desire and needs of members when left to their own devices. Thus the age-old
dilemma: how to cause members to behave in ways compatible with organizational goals"

Main objective of capitalists is the control over means of production {Marx, 1889 #3902}

or Marxist

*+{Pfeffer, 1978 #406}

resource dependence (org level)

Power

Coercive

*+{Cyert, 1963 [1992] #126}

shifting coalitions

history

{Crozier, 1980 #2529}

informal power

Weber – effective co-ordination and control as the main functions of
bureaucracy {Weber, 1922 [1968] #3736}

Intro

rational

{Kunda, 1991 #3016}

+{Weber, 1973 #4501}

Control through standardization {Taylor, 1916 #4499}
{Lawrence, 1967 #315}

span of control

starting at the HR school
normative

social control became diffused
main focus here

{Braverman, 1974 #3903}

“control is… the central concept for all management systems”
incentives control based on economic

Control depends on
model of behavior
Context

{Pfeffer,
1997
#409}

commitment, culture, leadership
controls based on retrospectively
rational

a bit of social and moral too

oscillation from normative to rational +{Barley, 1992 #5628}
see tension of "integrity
of social fabric"

more than shift from coercive to normative *{Edwards, 1979 #2620}

"control is historically and contextually located"
{Pfeffer, 1997 #409} source and model for the model demo/incent/commit/culture/leader
cross all perspective
difficult to estimate abilities, so proxies used

Hire, Select

Attraction-selection-attrition model {Schneider, 1987 #5736}
education as a signal

{Spence, 1973 #3870}
rise in level of education unrelated to skills

educational credentials {Collins, 1979 #4144}

but rather as a "means of cultural selection"
control type of firm correlated with educ requirement

Behaviourism {Skinner, 1959 #4614}
Equity theory {Adams, 1965 #2220}
Capital structure determines the extent of control over managerial behaviour *{Jensen, 1976 #275}

Agency theory

various factors of pay differentiation

seniority, nonunion
power

1. What
determines
incentive
structure

see Burt on brokerage
{Main, 1993 #332}

for CEO, tournament model

show that it is not supported

{Westphal, 1994 #4577}

sometimes announced, but not implemented

so can't be simply functional

reward vary a lot across firms and culture
Critiques

Reward often
disconnected

+{Kerr, 1975 #3920} on the folly of rewarding A to obtain B

very ideologically loaded, little empirics

{Kohn, 1993 #2995}

not much visible effects
causality direction not clear!
2. Effects of
various incentive
structures

critiques

important to distinguish information vs. incentive effect

*{Locke, 2001 #328}

problems particularly acute with individual incentives
can we believe that well paid CEO get motivated by additional pay?

Incentives

surveillance is problematic
3.
Effects
of
surveillance

{Pfeffer, 1997 #409} reviews various factors: stress,
decreased job satisfaction, social isolation, tendency to
focus on quantity

particularly acute
with electronic
means

more effect on those administering the surveillance

{Baker, 1988 #2282}

little relationship b/t pay and perf

{Milgrom, 1988 #3213}

merit system can encourage politics
pay dispersion lower satisfaction
and collaborative effort

+{Baron, 1994 #2315}; {Pfeffer, 1998 #3363}

little relationship between pay and
performance of CEOs
critiques

main effect of incentive may
be informational!

another alternative

sense of control

may be an informational effect, when positive

4. Punishments: when, and to what effects

{Main, 1993 #332}

Incentives similar to goal setting *{Locke, 2001 #328}

Job design as a controlling device *{Hackman, 1976 #221}

Dysfunctional effects of rewards on
intrinsic motivation {Kohn, 1993
#2995}

negative effect of extrinsic reward on creative tasks
(see extrinsic in motivation)

Extremely limited use of monetary rewards, complementarity of multiple HR systems (Adler, 1992)

based on rationalizing
model of behavior: action
not attributable to external
reward, then individual
becomes more committed
to it due to internal
attribution

Commitment results from self perception & dissonance reduction
*{Festinger, 1957 #165}; *+{Bem, 1972 #2343}
see forced compliance experiments such as +{Staw, 1976 #5002}
see +{Lepper, 1983 #4923} internalization of soc values
Prosocial/ org citizenship behaviour

Effect of compliance, identification &
pro-social behaviour
{O'Reilly, 1986 #3305}

importance of choice

{Cialdini, 1998 #4649}
easiest to get commitment when joining the org
turnover, performance, organizational citizenship
for various forms of organization (cults, self-help groups, firms, etc.)

commitment
linked to various
effects

+{O'Reilly, 1996 #5583}

Systematic soldiering {Taylor, 1916 #4499}
Group level factors (see
Influence in groups)

Peer & electronic surveillance in groups complementary
*{Sewell, 1998 #5245}

see in Social structure
in groups intra
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Commitment &
Socialization

Importance
of norms
in groups
*{Nemeth

employees rewarding for behaving in norm range, but reprove for
exceeding limits (Nadler, Hackman, and Lawler 1979)

1. Development of norms ( Sherif's 1936 )

{Nemeth,
1989
#379}
Tradeoff
of soc
control

SocCon

2. Perpetuation of norms
3. power and status:
4. conformity to majority views: (Asch)
5. dissenting,
minority views:

Socialization
takes various steps
(Pascale, 1985)

"informational influence"
"normative influence"

focus on social change rather than social control.
minorities must be consistent over time in order to
exercise influence.

selection, humility inducing, training, incentives, adherence
to org core values, reinforcing folklore, and identify
exemplars

or another more general model in {Van Maanen, 1979 #3695}
it improves various social perceived dimension, but tend to reduce innovation (Ashforth 1996)
continuance (cognitive)
seminal study in utopian com.: +{Kanter, 1968 #2941}

3 mechanisms

cohesion (affective)
control (normative)

+{Powell, 1990 #5420}
see Embeddedness (similar to commitment?)

could creates resistance to change

critique

*+{Granovetter, 1985 #208}

like in escalation of commitment deviance

+{Staw, 1976 #5002}

Social Control in groups
"Control comes from the knowledge that someone who
matters to us is playing close attention to what we are
doing and will tell us if our behaviour is appropriate or
inappropriate"

++{O'Reilly, 1996 #5583}

difficult to know in advance what to regulate
big pb w/ incentives

surveillance is costly
external controls create reactance
focus on internalization and peer enforcement

culture overcome those pb!

Culture

+{O'Reilly,
1996
#5583}

why
important
to
social
control

1. systems of participation that rely on processes of
increasingly stronger commitment,

factors that
create a
strong
culture and a
commitment
to the firm.

2. a management style that helps employees interpret their own
reasons for working,
3. information from others in the form of strong and consistent cues from
fellow workers that focus attention and shape attitudes and behavior
4. comprehensive reward systems that use recognition and approval.

Managers who
want to
develop a
strong culture
in their
organizations
should:

1. identify the strategic objectives of the organization and
specify how they are to be accomplished,
2. analyze the existing values and norms that characterize the group,
3. look for norms that may hinder the achievement of the organization's objectives, and
4. design programs that will begin to shape or develop the desired norms.

The effects of compliance, identification, and internalization on pro-social behavior

{O'Reilly, 1986 #3305}

see in Emotions +{Van Maanen, 1989 #3693}
culture as a cognitive system is negotiated between interacting individuals

culture and social control: role of network:
+{Krackhardt, 1990 #4907}

Organization/ system wide factors

networks help control the feasibility of diverse interpretations while
maintaining and challenging the organizational culture

Professions as control systems over work jurisdictions *{Abbott, 1988 #1}
Culture as means of control +{Van Maanen, 1984 #3692}

Leadership

see Leadership

*{Marglin, 1974 #341}

theory

formal
hierarchy are
even deemed
to be purely
social control
apparatus

hierarchy not even efficient

"Hierarchy develops not as a rational means of coordination but as an
instrument of control and a means of accumulating capital through the
appropriation of surplus value"

*{Edwards,
1979
#2620}

coordination could be done differently

Control is the central concept for all management systems {Braverman, 1974 #3903}
criticism of Taylor is that he accepts capitalist society without question.
Braverman sees Taylorism as a way of strengthening the power of capitalism and suppressing workers.

{Braverman,
1974 #3903}

trying to take power away from the worker and place it in the hands of managers.

Taylorism forces worker
to work as efficiently as
possible in the system.
consent

owner wants to collect the worker’s knowledge and give it to the managers.
trying to create a monopoly of work knowledge.

Followup on Braverman

Marx never examined the willingness of workers to participate in the capitalist game.
Forced consent as a means of control – conflict theories broader than Marxist
{Burawoy,
1979
#3874}

neomarxist

Is it forced consent? Workers had been forced to participate in that game.
shift from labor/management conflict to labor/labor conflict.
Conflict theory has a broader context
than the Marxist view

a game is going on, but workers are
actually being repressed.

no real data in this piece. All the evidence is observational: participants’ interests and
values diverge, and management oppresses labor.
{Edwards,
1979
#2620}

contested terrain
"Hierarchy develops not as a rational means of coordination but as an instrument of control
and a means of accumulating capital through the appropriation of surplus value"
organization modes evolve following the struggle for control b/t workers and management
Iron Cage becomes stronger
the locus of authority, what actors see as the legitimate source of
control to which they are willing to submit, transfers from the
bureaucratic system and its legal-rational constitutive rules to the value
consensus of its members and its socially created generative rules
system

+{Barker,
1993 #2294}

Concertive
control

*{Sewell,
1998
#5245}

concertive control represents a
shift in the locus of control
{Rotter, 1966 #5763} from
management to the workers
themselves,

establishing norms for their team’s activity,
pursuing the logic of increased rationalization and
collaborating in their own subordination.

Vertical (electronic) + horizontal (concertive) => chimeral

*{Hodson, 1996 #5291}

*{Sewell, 1998 #5245}

U shape curve linking news forms
to freedom (#alienation)
suggested by +{Barley, 1992 #5628}

future directions

rediscover coercive?

still present, yet not theoretically covered

21. Social Control
links
unused

control through stereotyping
total institutions

Sources

social_control.mmap - 08/12/2005 - Fabrice Cavarretta

+{Fiske, 1993 #5649}

+{Goffman, 1961 #5588}

{Barbulescu, 2004 #4604}

also presented by *{Nemeth, 1989 #379}

